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exploring symbiosis with photosynthetic 
algae through furniture that cultivates 
living things.

LIVING THINGS

year: 2015-16

concept–design–fabrication–
project management–installation

team: Jacob Douenias & Ethan Frier
hosted and sponsored by:
The Mattress Factory

www.livingthings.us
douenias.design/living-things
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The installation;  Living Things contains 
furniture of a possible and not too distant 
future where a symbiosis between human 
beings and microorganisms is externalized 
and celebrated in the built environment.  
 
Living Things celebrates the beautiful 
qualities of beneficial micro-algae by 
integrating them into unique yet familiar 
forms. This installation challenges visitors 
to consider what the future of the 
domestic environment may become, 
especially in the context of the precarious 
agricultural and energy needs of a 
ballooning population.

HOW CAN PEOPLE COHABITATE WITH 
MICROORGANISMS? 

DO YOU TREAT THEM AS A PET, 
A HOUSEPLANT, 

AN APPLIANCE, FURNITURE, 

OR SOMETHING COMPLETELY UNIQUE?



PHOTOSYNTHETIC MATERIALS

Blue-green microalgae are the most 
ancient and prolific living things on 
earth. Microalgae are single-celled 
proto-plants without roots, stalks, or 
leaves. Despite accounting for less 
than 1% of the Earth’s total biomass, 
microalgae drive the biological pump 
which maintains our atmosphere 
and the balance of carbon in the 
ecosystem. The energy dense and 
nutrient rich material left behind by 
these microorganisms remains an 
almost entirely untapped renewable 
resource by humans.

Humans have started to harness the 
power of microorganisms in waste 
management, alcohol production, 
agriculture, medicine, and recently  
in the production of biofuels. 
Microalgae present a unique and 
timely opportunity to designers. 
The absence of a superstructure to 
organize unicellular algae’s anatomy 
allows the liquid suspension in which 
they live to be treated more like a 
living material than a plant. In the 
hands of an architect, industrial 
designer, engineer, or systems 

designer this liquid plant becomes 
a living material which can be 
integrated harmoniously into the 
architectural environment.
The plasticity of this living material 
allows us to create living structures. 
These living structures recycle 
light, heat, and carbon dioxide 
from buildings and their inhabitants 
into rich green biomass which 
can be consumed as high protein 
sustenance, used as agricultural 
fertilizer, or converted to biofuel.

close-up photo of spirulina inside a bioreactor



Each of the glass vessels provide light and 
heat for human occupants while serving as 
high functioning bioreactors which provide 
heat, light, agitation, air supply, nutrient and 
waste control to the living algae inside. The 
microorganism Spirulina was selected for 
the installation for its ability to thrive in very 
alkaline waters, where most bacteria cannot live. 
As the algae grow very quickly the character of 
each vessel changes continuously. The liquid 
becomes a deeper rich green and absorbs more 
and more light.  Individual Spirulina filaments 
are just barely visible to the naked eye (⅓ of 
a millimeter long) . They can be seen swirling 
and circulating inside. Once filtered, the algae 
can be dried from a viscous paste into green 
powder which is over 60% protein by weight 
and mostly flavorless with a hint of grass.

ADAPTABLE BIOREACTORS

   photo credit: Tom Wolf  



Through an installation of domestic 
vignettes in which Spirulina 
microalgae are cultivated in 
custom glass bioreactors designed 
as household furnishings, Living 
Things creates a symbiotic 
relationship between people 
and microorganisms. The three 
vignettes; a living room a dining 
room, and a kitchenette/control 
station each espouse a different 
character and the living vessels 
function differently in each space. 
In the ‘living room’ vignette larger 
vessels are used which provide a 
glow to read by. The large vessels 

also radiate heat from their internal 
lights and back-up heaters to the  
people sitting nearby. In the ‘dining 
area’ the vessels are smaller and grow 
Spirulina much faster because of 
the greater access to light, perhaps 
providing a quick snack which can 
regenerate quickly.
In the kitchen area the control 
station allows for maintenance of 
each of the vessels. It also allows for 
the Spirulina to be harvested, stored, 
and later consumed. The large 
vessel embedded in the workstation 
surface permits easy access for 
biochemical diagnostics and tests. 

MORPHOLOGIES

left: sketches of the various vessel typologies
right: the dining room vignette



photo of the inside the life support system  | photo credit: Tom Wolf  

A life support and maintenance 
system was designed to keep the 
live Spirulina alive and thriving 
throughout a 9-month installation. 
This life support system is connected 
through ½ mile of wiring and 
plumbing to a hybrid between a 
scientific workstation and a media 
console. At this workstation each of 
the nine vessel’s life support systems 
can be adjusted individually. The 
3D printed nylon knobs embedded 
in the surface of this workstation 
actuate eighteen valves which allow 
for the harvesting of Spirulina when 
the culture becomes dense enough, 
and the supply of fresh liquid media 
to each vessel. 

LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM



The design team (Jacob & Ethan) 
worked closely with a team of glass 
craftspeople to prototype and 
produce the unique glass vessels 
for the installation. The schematic 
design evolved through sketches, 
montages and was eventually 
ratified in 3D models. These 
models helped produce consistent 
fabrication drawings for the glass 
team. The hot glass team worked 
with the designers over the course 
of a month to achieve the desired 
form. The form of each vessel 
was shaped to promote internal 
circulation and to ensure the best 
mounting method .
After the hot glass team finished 
each vessel the cold working team 
ground  away glass to produce 
dimensionally accurate openings 
and then sandblasted pieces to 
obscure the water line in the vessels.

THE PROCESS

flashing the area once attached to a blowpipe prior to being placed in an annealing kiln



Aside from the hand-blown glass 
vessels many other components 
of the installation were built 
from scratch as well. Systems for 
delivering and controlling light, 
heat, waste and the supply of fresh 
liquid medium are distributed and 
operated from a centralized cabinet. 
Each of these life support systems 
interface with the algae culture 
inside of each vessel through sealed 
glass columns submerged within 
each vessel. 
The control cabinet was conceived 
of as a sort media console to 
interface with your symbiotic 
system. The human interaction with 
the living system is done through an 
array of knobs of different sizes that 
actuate the life support equipment 
installed the cabinet below. The 
oak slab surface was assembled 
and then CNC routed from a 3D 
modeled geometry that helps users 
remember which vessels correspond 
to a control knob. The knobs vary 
in size and were 3D printed and 
hand finished before being installed 
through the table. 

THE PROCESS



early concept sketch of symbiotic furniture



living things creates a symbiotic environment between people and microorganisms. 
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PRESS & PUBLICATION:

Domus
Wired
FastCo.exist
FastCo.design
The Creator’s Project
Trend Tablet
PSFK
Design Boom
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+ Others
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photo credit: Tom Wolf
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year: 2012-13

advanced mechanical systems studio 
Carnegie Mellon University - SoArch.

professors: Hal Hayes (design)
Gerry Mattern (mech. sys.)
Vivian Loftness (sys. integration) 

www.douenias.design/airport

speculative architecture: 
an airport that grows its own fuel.

ALGAL AIRPORT
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CAN A BUILDING GROW ITS OWN FUEL?

Airports have become ex-urban 
metropolis, a new typology 
of transient architecture and 
transient people, bustling with 
thousands of vehicles and 
complex, interwoven systems.  
Traditionally, the multitude of 
moving parts and systems that 
make air travel work are hidden 
from travelers. Travelers are instead 
presented with a blend of super mall 
and waiting room that disconnects 
them from the systems that make 
air travel possible. This airport is a 
playful challenge to the traditional 
airport. Integrating a biofuel 
cultivation system can create a 
new sense of wonderment and 
connection to the energy systems 
that propel us in travel.

bird’s eye perspective of the concourse extension 

“integrating biofuel cultivation 
system[s] can create a new ... 

connection to the energy systems 
that propel us in travel.”



interior perspective looking down the concourse ‘connector’ 

CAN A BUILDING GROW ITS OWN FUEL?

Designed as a theoretical extension of the international passenger 
concourse at the JFK airport (NYC) the structure includes a unique 
living architectural system – a circulation system capable of growing 
fuel to support airport operations.  In response to the ballooning energy 
requirements of modern airports the biofuel production system grows 
algae – a microscopic plant-like organism that grows much faster and 
requires less land than any other biofuel crop. The liquid water suspension 
that carries the algae is systematically integrated into the building’s heating 
and cooling systems to help maintain a consistent internal temperature.

airports have demanding energy needs. jfk’s aircraft demand 
~1.146 billion gallons of gasoline equivalent every year.

hundreds of essential support vehicles like buses, tugs, trolleys,  
and trucks consume ~10.7 million gallons of gasoline 

equivalent at jfk every year



The plan of the traditional airport concourse model was radically reorganized 
to create a structure that presents more surface area to the sun and creates 
a simplified, relaxing spatial organization for travelers. The concourse’s gate 
lounges push out onto the tarmac away from a central connecting corridor. 
These gate lounges offer calming unobstructed seating for passengers 
while they wait to board their aircraft. This spatial separation also allows for 
individual gate lounges to be heated and cooled somewhat independently 
depending on passenger traffic.

above: floor plan (passenger level) of the concourse extension
below: gate lounge and ‘connector’ cross-sectional perspective



1. RECYCLED MEDIA INOCULATED
2. ALGAE EARLY GROWTH STAGE
3. CIRCULATION THROUGH BUILDING
4. EXPONENTIAL GROWTH PHASE
5. ALGAE DOUBLING MASS 2X PER DAY
6. MATURE CULTURE PUMPED OUT 
7. CULTIVATED BIOMASS HARVESTED
8. WATER SEPARATED AND RECYCLED

Biofuels are chemically identical to their traditional counterparts. Biofuels, 
however, are not extracted through drilling, biofuels are extracted from 
biofuel crops like corn, grasses, or in this building – microorganisms. 
Photosynthetic microorganisms called cyanobacteria are miniature plants 
that inhabit a water based medium enriched with nutrients. The water based 
algae solution is circulated throughout the building in transparent tubes to 
allow for sunlight to reach each cell. Cultures of algae are introduced to the 
building’s biofuel production system and multiply exponentially to maturity in 
two weeks. When  the culture’s maturity is reached the algae are harvested 
on-site biomass is extracted as a thick green paste and water is recycled to 
and re-used in the biofuel production system. 
The harvested biomass can be synthesized as bioethanol, biodiesel, or 
biogas. These biofuels are used by the fleet of ground support vehicles and 
eventually by the aircraft – as even jet fuel can be synthesized from certain 
types of algal biomass. 

BIOFUEL PRODUCTION

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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SYSTEMS INTEGRATION 1. solar thermal energy
2. microalgae water absorbs thermal energy
3. air intake into ceiling plenUm
4. air exchanges heat with water across high 
sUrFace area interFace
5. water partially depleted oF heat or 
cold by heat exchange with air intake
6. heated/cooled air exchanged For Use in 
Forced air heating/cooling system 
7. air handling Unit (ahU)
8. Forced air displacement throUgh Floor
9. heat exchanger exchanges bioFUel system water tº 
For radiant Floor system
10. radiant system heat pUmp
11. heat/cool From system water removed For 
storage
12. phase change material heat storage tanks banks 
heat/cold to temper heating & cooling dUring 
seasonal changes
13. groUnd-coUpled heat exchanger dUmps 
excess heat

The biofuel production system and 
the building’s mechanical systems 
are intertwined. The two systems 
are coordinated to support each 
other. The microalgae producing 
biomass which fuel the airport’s 
operations grow suspended in a 
99% water solution in the biofuel 
system found in the building’s 
double skin. Large amounts of water 
both store and regulate heat or cold 
from the environment and collect 
thermal radiation. The forced air 
and radiant heating/cooling systems 
can be pre-heated or pre-cooled by 
exchanging energy with the thermal 
mass of the water. 
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AWARDED:

$10K John Knox Shear Memorial Award 
By Carnegie Mellon’s School of Architecture Faculty 
(Presented alongside all academic work)
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PCM tile changing phase, from liquid to solid | photo: bio_logic

JAC O B  D O U E N I A S

year: 2013-14

professional work for: 
bio_logic design group

design Team: 
Dale Clifford (PI), 
Jacob Douenias (design/fab.)
Zach Jacobson-Weaver (design/fab.)
Adam Lans (intern)

douenias.design/pcm

responsive building technology:
advancing architectural homeostasis through 
observations of biological adaptations.

RESPONSIVE BUILDING TECHNOLOGY:
THERMALLY RESPONSIVE – PHASE CHANGE MATERIALS

http://cmubiologic.weebly.com
http://www.douenias.design/pcm


The Bio_Logic design group is a small research 
and design team based out of Carnegie Mellon 
University’s Masters of Tangible Interaction 
Design program with collaborators from the 
Architecture and Mechanical Engineering 
departments. The bio_logic design group 
develops responsive building technology 
based on observations of plants and animals 
that have evolved a large variety of reliable and 
relatively simple mechanisms that adapt to 
environmental fluctuation. 

RESPONSIVE BUILDING 
TECHNOLOGY



thirty minute time lapse of a PCM louver changing phase from liquid to solid   (∆Tº≈72º-69ºF)



While working with the bio_logic 
design group our team developed 
and patented a thermally responsive 
architectural system. Our goal was to 
enable cooling and heating systems 
in buildings to run less frequently 
while maintaining thermal comfort 
and visually communicating the 
function of our system to occupants 
in real time. To do this we introduced 
a phase change material capable of 
storing and releasing thermal energy 
to offset the mechanical heating and 
cooling requirements in a building. 
We designed a series of transparent 
vessels to contain a specially 
formulated organic oil that store 5 to 
14 times more heat per unit volume 
than conventional storage materials 
such as water, masonry or stone. 
A phase change occurs in a material 
as its temperature changes. As this 

THERMALLY RESPONSIVE –
PHASE CHANGE MATERIALS

crystallization seeds in liquid PCM

tº=73 F, t=5 minUtes tº=71 F, t=10 minUtes tº=69 F, t=20 minUtes

crystal growth semi-liquid PCM crystallized semi-solid PCM

solid

liqUid

sUn

absorbing 
energy

releasing 
energy

happens the material rearranges its 
molecular structure – which either 
requires or releases substantial 
amounts of energy. E.g.: as water 
changes phase when it turns 
from solid ice to liquid water it 
requires heat and absorbs this 
energy from the environment in 
the process. When this ice melts 
it releases it energy, or latent heat. 
The specifically formulated phase 
change material oil (PCM) that we 
used stores and releases impressive 
amounts of energy within the human 
comfort range – beginning to freeze 
at 71ºF. The storage and release 
of heat and cold from the air helps 
to smooth out spikes and drops in 
ambient temperature – just as large 
bodies of water or thick stone walls 
help to regulate local temperature.



The focus of our work with 
phase change materials was to 
develop passive heat exchangers 
to help gobble up extra heat or 
cold in buildings and release the 
stored energy when needed – 
like a passive thermal battery.  
These hollow louver prototypes are 
filled with a specially formulated 
phase change oil (PCM) that 
changes phase at room temperature 
(freezing at 71ºF). The PCM inside 
each louver begins to freeze or melt 
as air temperature inside of a building 
becomes uncomfortably cold or hot.  
This freezing and melting helps to 
stabilize air temperature without the 

use of mechanical heating or cooling 
systems. Our team designed and 
tested several installation options 
for the PCM louver – including a 
window screen composed of rows 
of articulated louvers and a re-
positionable surface mountable 
louver. The shape of the louver is 
designed to promote airflow across 
its surface to allow for ideal exchange 
of heat. The  system is designed 
for placement in a  window where 
air movement and temperature 
gradients promote the greatest 
exchange of energy and therefore 
have the greatest temperature 
stabilizing effect.

PCM LOUVERS

top: drawings of a single element of PCM louver, from ‘blinds’
middle/bottom: drawings & models of a single, window mountable PCM louver 



This installation was commissioned to visually convey environmental 
temperature fluctuations through a phase change material. Our team 
designed an array of suspended glass tiles embedded with the phase change 
material (PCM) that applied the intrinsic qualities of this responsive material.  
As the temperature rises across a window individual tiles embedded with 
a thin layer of PCM oil change from opaque (crystalline) to transparent 
(liquid). The tiles were designed for the Frick Environmental Center in 
Pittsburgh, PA – an environmental education center pursuing the Living 
Building Challenge. Behind the walls of this building the supplier of the PCM 
oil installed plastic sheets containing thousands of blister pockets filled with 
PCM. The installation designed by bio_logic conveys the performance of this 
hidden material to students and visitors. 

PCM TILE INSTALLATION

wall section through the proposed PCM tile installation



prototypes of fused glass PCM tiles and 3D printed mock-ups of the PCM louver

Constructing prototypes and 
undertaking experiments were 
crucial to understanding and 
developing the PCM louvers and 
tiles. Early tests examined the 
patterns of crystallization and the 
rate of change. These tests were 
followed by an experiment measuring 
the effect that the surface area to 
volume ratio had on the rate of PCM 
crystallization using clear 3D printed 
tiles in a custom built wind tunnel. 
The PCM tiles for the Frick 
Environmental Center installation 
were developed with the help of glass 
craftsmen. Glass panels were water-
jet cut and then fused together in 
a high temperature glass kiln. This 
created a water-tight tile fused 
from two or three sheets of glass. 
The PCM louvers were studied 
through a series of hi-resolution,  
clear plastic 3D printed prototypes. 
The louver technology was published 
in several journals and a provisional 
patent was filed. 

PROTOTYPING & EXPERIMENTATION



petal detail of shape memory alloy/NiTanol connections
JAC O B  D O U E N I A S

year: 2013-14

professional work for: 
bio_logic design group

design Team: 
Dale Clifford (PI), 
Jacob Douenias (design/fab.)
Zach Jacobson-Weaver (design/fab.)
Jake Marsico (sensors/computation)

responsive building technology:
advancing architectural homeostasis through 
observations of biological adaptations.

RESPONSIVE BUILDING TECHNOLOGY:
RESPONSIVE LUMINOSITY – SOLAR PETALS

http://cmubiologic.weebly.com


This installation translates 
sustainable building practices to the 
public in real time. This installation is 
designed to be modular and scalable, 
and powered by solar energy. 
An array of flexible kinetic petals 
sense variations in sunlight intensity 
and communicate these variations 
by changing their overall kinetic 
energy, fluttering like leaves on a 
tree. The concept for the responsive 
motion of the shading system is 

derived from the thermonastic 
strategies of flower petals. The 
motion of the petals is actuated 
by a shape memory alloy – nickel 
titanium (NiTanol). When the 
NiTanol wire is subjected to a weak 
current of electricity it shrinks 
rapidly, causing the petal to bend.  
This installation is funded by and 
developed for the Swire Properties 
group for a mixed-use development 
in Miami, Florida.

RESPONSIVE LUMINOSITY –
SOLAR PETALS

left: rendering of a proposed installation of light modulating Solar Petals
right: close-up of a Solar Petal mock-up



cable/rod hanging system
circUit board w/capacitor

shape memory alloy - nitanol

shape memory alloy - nitanol

translUcent epoxy petal

Flexible photo-voltaic cells

cable attachment

shape memory alloy (nitanol) contracted

shape memory alloy (nitanol) relaxed

13”

diagram of a single  Solar Petal showing its contracted and relaxed states



various mock-ups of petal arrays built to demonstrate the effect to the client

PROTOTYPES
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PRESS & PUBLICATION:

“Visualizing Change,” GlasCon Global Conference, with M. Maise

“Encoding Material” [En]coding Architecture publication, editor L. Werner

“Devices for Modulation of Temperature and Light Based on Phase Change Materials”,
Clifford Dale, Yao Shi-chune, Patent Application Publication number US20140196868 A1, 2014

“Optical and Thermodynamic Relationships of an Emerging Class of Organic Phase Change Materials.” 
International Journal of Architecture, Engineering and Construction

“Architecture’s New Frontier: Buildings That Mimic Nature.”
Pittsburgh Tribune Review

GRANTS:

Building Technology grant, Pennsylvania Innovation & Tech. Alliance
Innovative Phase Change Material Products for Green Buildings
Innovation Works and the CMU Office of Technology Transfer
CMU School of Mechanical Engineering
Berkman Faculty Grant

SPONSORED BY:

Swire Properties (Solar Petals)
Arquictonica (Solar Petals/PCM)
Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy (PCM)

Jacob testing a mock-up  petal array
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